
The WildBunch
adventurous wedding &
elopement packages. 

Let's let your love run wild & document every magical intimate moment.  

We are here to help you create a unique to you,
completely  stress free, romantic, and fun day catered to
the two of you and  your love story. And then we capture
the entire thing with incredible photos. Documented in a

way that feels real and genuine. 

Why the WildBunch 
The truth is, you have tons of options when it comes to amazing elopement

photographers. There are plenty of incredible people out there with
different prices, styles, personalities, levels of experience and all the other

stuff that makes every photographer different.

You choose TheWildBunch because at our core, we truly want to connect with our
couples to document the absolute best moments for you. After your wedding or

elopement, when the high from the adventure is gone, the seasons has changed and
your back home, your pictures will remain to tell the story of your perfect day.

The last piece of tangible evidence of the best day of your life, and we want them to
be unforgettable. We want your photographs to become keepsakes, passed down

from generation to generation. We want your mom, grandmother, aunt and cousin,
to all ask to see them at every family gathering, we want the walls of your home

plastered with them, we want each image to invoke that same feeling you felt when
you said “I do” standing on that mountain top, as you slow danced under a million

star or the excitement you felt as you adventured into the unknown with your love. 

When you invest your trust and money in us, we invest everyhing in
you, your experience and your memories. We are not there just to click

buttons. Photographing your wedding is a big responsibility and you
deserve a photographer who has experience, has professional

equipment (with backups of backups), who knows how to work with any
level of comfort in front of the camera, who can deal with the harshest
of lighting conditions and the worst of weather and who is going to be

there with you, and for you, 100% of the way.



We are the WildBunch 
If you made it this far, you’ve probably seen these faces before &  
know who we are , but just incase, our names are Tiffany & Austin.

We are adventure-focused photographers based in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire. We have a passion for the outdoors

and for telling our couples amazing love stories through
documentary photography .

Our style is fun and natural, with an empahis on capturing real
moments of real love. We focus less on those “stand here, look at the
camera, tilt your head to the left” photos and more on documenting
the moments in between. We want the real moments, the authentic

moments, the moments that make your face hurt from smiling & your
heart beat faster. The stolen glances & soft forehead kisses. These are

the magical moments, the pure moments, the moments we live for.
We're here to photograph the things that make you who you are and

that make your love unique. Our jobs are more than producing
beautiful images but documenting real moments that will last a

lifetime. 

Our Mission 



Included in every
wedding & adventure
elopement package  

+ From multiple phone calls & meetings to customized questionnaires, our goal is to get to
know you so we can document what’s real and important to YOU.

+ Direct planning assistance including location recommendations with pictures, trail stats,
& maps. Local vendor recommendations from florist to lodging & everything in between,

and help with permitting requirements & marriage License. 

+ Customized timeline - We know how to put together the best day with perfect timing for
each moment, so you can enjoy every minute without ever feeling rushed.

 
+ Online Gallery of Images We optimize an online gallery of your images for both print
(tack sharp, 300dpi images that look beautiful on your wall) as well as for sharing with

friends and family via social media (we include an option custom-made to look good on
Instagram and Facebook, cuz we all know that’s where these photos are headed!)

+All the rights to your photos. Because they are YOUR photographs and you shouldn’t
have to pay extra for them! No hidden fees or processing charges, ever!

+ Unlimited consulting - Have a question about literally anything you can call, text, email,
or grab coffee – we’re here for you! 

+ GIFs, creative imagery, and drone (where legally allowed) are all included without
additional fees.

+ Two Photographers & travel fees for both. 

+ Complimentary Engagement Session
Engagement Sessions are a great icebreaker and are always SO much fun! Mountain

sunsets are our absolute favorite but we are happy celebrating your love anywhere! We
can pop champagne on the beach, take a stoll through your favorite city or get cozy in

front of a fireplace! We provide our custom “what to wear guide” and offer location
scouting and meticulous day-off planning!

No extra fees. No hidden fees

  

THE GOODS!



Elopement Package

COVERAGE:  4 hours

PRICE: $3,500

Half Day Elopement

COVERAGE: ~8 hours

PRICE: $6,250

Full Day Elopement

For couples who want to have a shorter day in one
location, but you don’t want to compromise on a

truly incredible experience to celebrate their love
in a way that is meaningful to them.  

For couples who want to maximize every bit of fun and
adventure possible from their elopement day with

multiple locations or activities, really focusing on the
things that make your love unique. For couples who want

to involve  family in part or all of their day.  

Eloping gives you the opportunity to really focus on
intimate, intentional moments during their wedding day. It

allows you to have the day that you dreamed up as a
couple rather than having outside influences dictate your

day.  



COVERAGE:  14- 16 hours 

PRICE: $10,000

M ulti Day Elopement

For couples wanting a few days to explore & adventure and really
experience it all for their elopement. Couples who want to

incorporate an excursion into their elopement. A plane ride to
see the mountains from a different persecutive, or a night at the

county fair, you name it and we are there to document it all!  Also
great for those who want to elope just the two of you on day one
doing everything you dreamed of doing on your day , and have a

few close friends & family join for day two!



We believe in embracing your authenticity. Wear what you feel comfortable in,
embody your unique appearance. Share with us your hobbies. Enjoy kayaking,

skiing, or a cup of coffee at sunrise? Let's do it. Have 4 legged babies, bring them
along. We want your quirky personalities, your nerdy love for moss covered
rocks, & your joy for singing made up songs. Present yourself as you are, for

your genuine self. Our goal is to capture you, the REAL you. To tell the story of
your true authentic life and the new chapter you are writing together. You  

promise to be you, and we promise the photos will reflect just that.

We will give you TONS of ideas on how to spend your elopement day after
learning more about your love story and what makes your heart race.

Regardless what package you choose we are here to help you make your
elopement  day everything you dreamed of. 

The WildBunch
XoXo,


